LLL. Integrated Distributed Energy Resources Contract Costs Balancing Account (IDERCCBA)

1. Purpose

The purpose of the Integrated Distributed Energy Resources Contract Costs Balancing Account (IDERCCBA) is to record the costs of contract payments to distributed energy resources associated with the Utility Regulatory Incentive Pilot as adopted in Decision 16-12-036.

2. Operation of the iDERCCBA

Entries to the iDERCCBA shall be determined on a monthly basis as follows:

a. A debit entry equal to the contract payments made to distributed energy resources;

b. A credit entry to transfer the balance to other accounts for recovery in rates, upon approval by the Commission; and


3. Disposition and Review Procedures

The recorded contract costs in the iDERCCBA are considered pre-approved for recording and recovery through the Tier 3 Advice Letters requesting Commission approval of the contracts. These costs will be reviewed by the Commission in SCE’s next General Rate Case proceeding to ensure that no double recovery of traditional distribution spending occurs.